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The characteristics of the videoconference service based on pre
booking are investigated by simulation. An approximate analytic 
model for the performance evaluation of a videoconference installa
tion, taking the user's flexibility into account, is presented. The 
accuracy of the model, verified by simulation, seems sufficient for 
practical purposes. A computer program for dimensioning a videocon
ference netowrk, based on the model, is described. The evaluation of 
different network topologies and the influence of user flexibility 
and grade-of-service constraint are also shown. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The videconference is one of the most promising services which are offered by 
the telecommunication networks. In this contribution the videoconference will 
be mainly intended as a way for arranging meetings without travelling. As 
explained in [1], the videconference service requires the setting up of calls 
on an advanced reservation basis. Users pre-book the necessary network resour
ces for a planned call in a preliminary dialog with a reservation centre. The 
reservation method provides the necessary guarantee that the meeting, arranged 
in advance at a time suitable for all participants, will not be prevented at 
the last minute because of network congestion. 

As pointed out in [2], the exact analysis of the traffic process in reser
vation systems is extremely complex because of the need to take into account 
the notice interval separating the time of the request from the requested call 
starting time. Another problem is represented by the modelling of user beha
viour: in case of system congestion, the user will not abandon his call but he 
will normally negotiate an alternative reservation. The main novelty of this 
contribution is that the user's behaviour is characterized by a "flexibility 
interval" in which the user accepts to start his call in the negotiation phase 
with the system manager. This modelling of the user behaviour is presented 
more deeply in the next section. The possibility to taking advantage of the 
user flexibility in order to improve the system utilization is presented in 
section 3. 

Because of the difficulties of analysing the system analytically, a simula
tion has been performed. By this method the influence of some parameters on 
the system performance has been investigated. In section 5 it is presented the 
main achievement of this study: a simple analytic model for a single videocon
ference installation (a trunk group). In section 6 the extension of the model 
to an ent i re network is presented. Numer i ca 1 resu 1 ts obta i ned app 1 y i ng the 
method to some test networks are also shown. 

2. USER BEHAVIOUR 

We begin the study considering a single transmission link composed by a group 
of indistinguishable large bandwidth channels. Each videoconference call 
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requires the exclusive occupation of one of them. At the request instant R 
(fig. 1) the customer asks for the use of a channel for a videconference 
starting at future time To with a duration time O. 

NOTICE TIME FLEXIBILITY INTERVAL 

---------------~-----------------------~~~~-------

DELAY CALL DURATION 
PREFERRED REAL STARTING 

STARTING TIME TIME 

Fig. 1 

The videconference can be implemented at the times requested by the user only 
if at least one channel is free for the whole interval [To, To+O]. Otherwise 
the user will negotiate an alternative reservation close to the preferred 
starting time To or will place the videconference in some other day or will 
give up. In the last cases the call is considered lost. The first situation is 
modeled in this contribution with a "flexibility interval", i.e. the interval 
[To, To+F] in which the user accepts to start his videoconference. F is the 
duration of this flexibility interval for the considered call. A call which 
cannot be started within the flexibility interval is considered lost. If the 
call can be started at some time T inside the flexibility interval, is con
sidered delayed but not lost. 

The main performance parameter adopted in this study is the blocking probabi
lity defined as the probability a call cannot start inside its flexibility 
interval. Moreover it is sensible to assume that the starting times and the 
durations of videoconference calls cannot have any value but are multiples of 
a certain time unit !l. The time axis it thus divided into "slots". 

3. SYSTEM BEHAVIOUR 

With respect to the flexibility interval, two types of system management are 
investigated: 

A) User Optimization. The starting time T of the videoconference is choosen 
as near as possible to the user's preferred starting time To: 

T = min (t-To) 
t 

(3. 1 ) 

where t varies inside the flexibility interval (t=To ' To+!l, ..• To+F). 

B) System Optimization. The customer's flexibility is used by the system 
manager for maximizing the system utilization. This is obtained by trying 
to fill the channels as much as possible, shifting each videoconference, 
at the call request instant, inside the call flexibility interval. 

We introduce the variable Xt glvlng the number of busy channles at time t. 
O'Xt'N, where N is the link capacity. The policy adopted for maximizing 
the system utilization is to choose the starting time which minimizes the 
maximum state in the interval of videoconference duration: 

T = m ~ n MAX {Xt+!l, · ...... , Xt+O} (3.2) 
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In this way we avoid as far as possible the congestion states. 

If the solution of equation (3.2) is not unique, the sum of all the occu
pancy states in the interval of videoconference duration is minimized: 

o 
T = min L Xt+i~ (3.3) 

t i=1 

If some other indetermination still remains, the equation (3.1), i.e. the 
user's wish, is taken into account. 

4. SIMULATION 

In the simulation program the requests are generated according to the reser
vation order and the notice period is not explicitly simulated. The first 
request finds the system empty and the other ones are places in the simulated 
period (a day) according the user flexibility and the system management (user 
or system optimization). The flexibility interval and the notice time are 
assumed to be Gamma distributed. The starting times and durations have empiri~ 
ca1 distributions. 

Some simulation results are presented in fig. 2, 3. In fig. 2 the blocking is 
shown as a function of the mean number of daily requests for user and system 
optimization. The advantage of the system optimization over the user one (1 
hour of mean flexibility interval) is evident. In fig. 3 the influence of user 
flexibility is shown. In order to have the same blocking for 1 hour of flexi
bility in the two situations, the number of channels is 20 for the user opti
mization and 14 for the system one. In these conditions the sensitivity to the 
flexibility interval is obviously much stronger in case of system optimiza
tion. 

5. ANALYTIC MODEL 

The simulation is a technique for analysing the performance of a system and 
can be hardly used for dimensioning purpose. This is still more true when a 
network and not a single link has to be dimensioned. So we have conceived an 
approximate analytic model based on the following simplifying assumptions: 

1) continuous time; time is not slotted as in sections 2-4; 
2) stationary arrival process; this is the ordinary assumptions (the "busy 

hour" concep.t) of any analytic model; 
3) Poisson arrivals; 
4) exponential distribution of videoconference durations; 
5) exponential distribution of the length of user flexibility interval; 
6) user optimization, i.e. the videoconference starting time is choosen as 

near as possible to the user's desired starting. 

The model is based on the consideration that the notice interval basically 
introduces an ordering of the requests and then can be neglected if a global 
performance parameter, independent from the request times, is wanted. The 
insensitivity of the system performance with respect to the notice interval is 
also discussed in [2]. 

The time a user is delayed inside his flexibility interval, with respect to 
his requested starting time, can be - interpreted as a queuing time. On the 
other side, the situation of a user rejected by the system because his flexi
bility interval is not long enough to bring his out of the congestioned sta
tes, can be interpreted as due to the impatience of the user face to a too 
long queueing time. These considerations lead to model the videoconference 
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system as a M/M/N queue with impatient customers. 

The following birth and death coefficients can be introduced: 
AX = A (5.1) 

{ x.~ x'N 
lAx = (5.2) 

NIA+u(x-N) x~N 

where N is the number of channels, A the average arrival rate, lA the inverse 
of the mean videoconference duration, u the inverse of the mean duration of 
the flexibility interval, x system state (number of calls in service or in the 
queue) • 

The state probabilities can be obtained by the ordinary recurrence equation of 
bi rth-death processes. From these probabi 1 it i es, the performance parameters 
(like the blocking and delay probabilities, the mean delay) can be derived. 
The process is ergodic for any value of parameters because of lost calls. 

In order to have a measure of the accuracy of the analytic model, we use the 
simulation presented in section 4, with the following assumptions: 

slotted time (A=15 minutes) 
stationary traffic (750 minutes/day) 
empirical distribution of videoconference durations 
geometric flexibility. 

A comparison between analytic model and simulation is shown in Fig. 4. From 
these results we can conclude that the accuracy of the analytic model is good 
for the blocking probability. For what concerns the delay probability and the 
mean delay the agreement between analytic model and simulation results is bad. 
This can be explained by the fact that in the model the temporal structure of 
the real process is completly changed, because the calls are served according 
the order of their starting time and . not in the order of their reservation 
time. Nevertheless the traffic carried by the system is almost the same in the 
two cases. Happily the blocking is our main performance measure. 50 the analy
tic model is adequate for our purposes of developping a practical tool for 
network dimensioning. 

But before it is necessary to extend the model to a sequence of links in tan
dem. This can be done easily under the assumptions of link independence, small 
b10ckings and the same flexibility interval for all users. In these hypothesis 
the traffic offered to a link is simply the sum of the individual streams and 
the end-to-end route blocking is simply the sum of the b10ckings in the indi
vidual links. The accuracy of this . approximation is validated by simulation 
results. 

6. NETWORK DIMEN5IONING 

The model presented in section 5 is. used for building a computer program with 
the aim of dimensioning a videoconference network. As before the service is 
given on a reservation basis and the users are assumed to be "flexible" as 
explained in section 2. The starting time of the videoconference is as near as 
possible to the user's preferred starting time (user optimization). The 
routings are assumed to be "fixed" [3] in the sense that each traffic relation 
has only one path to carry the traffic. No overflow facilities are provided. 

For sake of simplicity, the network is dimensioned disregarding the cost of 
the links and applying end-ta-end blocking constraints. Any link is dimen
sioned according a blocking probabi 1 ity which is as higher as possible but 
implying ' end-ta-end blockings for the relations using it not greater than a 
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certain threshold (grade-of-service constraint). Whenever necessary, an 
"uniform" distribution of link blockings is applied. 

Even if the 1 ink costs are not cons i dered in the proces of 1 ink block i ngs 
assignment, the cost of the network is evaluated in order to compare different 
solutions. In this co.putations, both the cost of transmission channels and 
the cost of switching equipments are considered. 

The model and the computer program described in the previous sections have 
been used for investigating the structure of the videoconference network in 
Italy. Three possible network topologies are shown in Fig. 5-7. Some numerical 
results are given in Tab. 1 and Fig. 8, 9. Besides the network topology, the 
effect of the end-to-end blocking constraint and the influence of the user 
flexibility are investigated. 

From these results, it seems convenient to increase the number of hub centers 
(or in other words, meshed structure are better than star ones). But this 
conclusion depends heavily by the cost coefficients used: in the example, the 
transmission cost dominates the switching cost. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented an approximate analytic model for the performance evaluation 
of a videoconference installation, taking the user's flexibility into account. 
Based on this model, a computer program for dimensioning a videoconference 
network has been implemented. The accuracy of the model, verified by simula
tion, is sufficient for practical problems. With these tools it is possible to 
evaluate different network structures and to investigate the influence of 
parameters like the user flexibility and the grade-of-service constraint. 
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ALTERNATIVE TOTAL COSTS 

(No. HUBS) TERMINATIONS Km.xct. 
TRANSMISSION SWITCHING TOTAL 

10 344 29.717 55.786 1.800 57.586 

5 270 34.669 64.749 1.200 65.949 

2 194 41.179 76.687 700 77.387 

Tab. 1 - Network costs (Flexibility = 1 hour, Loss = 5%) 
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Fig. 5 - 2-hub structure Fig. 6 - 5-hub structure 

Fig. 7 - 10-hub structure 
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